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Introduction

What is “Background ozone level”?
Ozone level of an area in absence of any anthropogenic 
influence. 

True background ozone level existed before 
industrialization started. Not measurable now. So no true 
background ozone level known for an area. 

Is it fixed or does it vary?

Background ozone levels vary with time of day, month, g y y
and across large time spans (over a decade or more)

Natural and anthropogenic sources situated long distances 
influence local ozone levels due to long range atmospheric g g p
transport (overall 5-10 ppb increase, NRC report1). 

Changes in these sources can lead to change in local 
background ozone levels. background ozone levels. 

2
1 Global Sources of Local Pollution: An Assessment of Long-Range Transport of Key Air Pollutants to 
and from the United States, pp. 43, National Research Council, National Academy of Science, 2009



Global Contribution to Local Ozone 
(Atmospheric Pollutant Transport Pathways)( p p y )

3Source- Global Sources of Local Pollution: An Assessment of Long-Range Transport of Key Air 
Pollutants to and from the United States, pp. 20, National Research Council, National Academy 
of Science, 2009



“Policy Relevant Background” Ozone Level

What is “PRB ozone level” and why it is needed?

PRB  l l i  h  b k d  l l d f  PRB ozone level is the background ozone level used for 
purposes of informing decisions about NAAQS.

EPA defines PRB ozone level as background ozone level g
in absence of continental North American anthropogenic 
emissions. These are calculated using a chemical 
transport model.

Emissions control possible only within US territory and in 
Canada and Mexico through agreements (North American 

Agreement on Environmental Cooperation ,NAAEC). No control over 
other locations in the world contributing to ozone in US  other locations in the world contributing to ozone in US. 

EPA assesses risks to human health and environmental 
effects from Ozone levels in excess of PRB 

t ticoncentrations.
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“Policy Relevant Background” Ozone Level

What is “PRB ozone level” and why it is needed?

PRB varies with seasons and altitude (higher in spring ( g p g
and higher altitudes).

Identifying PRB ozone level allows us to know the 
minimum ozone level that can be achieved for an area minimum ozone level that can be achieved for an area 
through possible emissions control measures.

PRB used by EPA as a floor for estimating risk associated 
with alternative NAAQS levelswith alternative NAAQS levels.

PRB ozone level : 1-hour Vs 8-hour

Averaging period of ozone standard changed from 1-Averaging period of ozone standard changed from 1-
hour to 8-hour

So 8-hour PRB ozone level is more important than 1-
hour level from the standpoint of attaining the new 8hour level from the standpoint of attaining the new 8-
hour standard. 
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“Policy Relevant Background” Ozone Level
(Summary of Findings)( y g )
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Source- Air Quality Criteria for Ozone and Related Photochemical Oxidants, Volume I, pp. 3-48, EPA 2006



“Policy Relevant Background” Ozone Level
(Estimates)

PRB concentrations in the United States are generally 
0.015 ppm to 0.035 ppm (between 1300-1700 local 

( )

0.015 ppm to 0.035 ppm (between 1300 1700 local 
time). 

They decline from spring to summer and are generally ey dec e o sp g o su e a d a e ge e a y
<0.025 ppm under conditions conducive to high O3 
episodes.

Stratospheric ozone intrusions elevate surface ozone at 
high-altitude sites on rare occasions only, not a major 
concern for the Washington region.
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